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po·et·ry 
 

Zygomatic Major vs. Mandible  

 – Stephanie Guo 

 

i. 

 

Wafers flake 

In your grasp - - stop.  

Corduroy-cuffed curtains hint 

At yesterday’s sun - - stop.  

Windows tint brightly,  

Even as you crouch 

Among drying lilies - - stop.  

 

There’s nothing sordid 

Or frigid or lovely 

About this winter, 

You conclude 

From the telegrams.  

It just is.  

 

But if anyone asks,  

Don’t let the wafer waver  

In your mouth - - 

 

Crunch ecstatically.  

 

ii. 

 

No bed is as white-sheeted  

As the hand clutching  

A black-and-white pill, 

As the hand splattered 

With the water  

That you could not bring yourself 

To swallow.  

 

You’re a schizophrenic 

Without the swig, 

But today  

You let the twisted half-capsule 

Wither in the wastebin.  

Carefully crumpled tissues  

Mark your retreat.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iii.  

 

As a child, 

You wondered 

How sore your lips would feel 

If you feel asleep 

Clenching your jaw. 

 

You’d feel a spasm  

At first. Then a lisp. 

Your feet would tremble 

From the onslaught of itch,   

And you’d scratch relentlessly,  

Not caring if the dog saw.  

 

You were cloistered 

In the big white room, then.  

Bathed in so much alabaster 

You’d tar yourself 

Just to feel the plaque of black.  
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the physics of love: putting stock in newton’s  

law of universal attraction  

 – Stephanie Guo 

 

stasis. you tilt a hand 

towards me; 

i shake it.  

 

(they say that  

even as we sit still 

atop the earth, 

we are moving relative  

to the sun 

and to the moon 

 

because the earth 

moves us) here i am, 

legs crossed, 

entirely still  

 

and yet  

you move me 

and surely  

i must move  

you (because 

 

the earth 

moves us) 

 

too. otherwise, how are we 

two objects – two people – 

moving relative to one 

another, towards 

 

one another?  
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CRN*  

 – H.E. Mantel-O’HaroHalola 

 

he digs  

deep 

in his many pockets-with-out-care - 

wonting 

that he does 

more than what's there: 

 

a lot o' reflection 

song list 

a story-line 

yesterday's meal-money 

this Poem, 

the hint of Green lint; 

but done the Real-deal?, none 

'cept his speaking Heart - 

a lot sorry; 

 

Truth is 

for Her, it says 

there is a free lunch, of sorts 

'cause fact 's 

they did not die  

unraveled  

from the poetry-of-anger, 

& lousy syntax, 

un-won -  

where there might be Sun and Light 

and 

Work done, 

like 

Rain on obsidian  

between 

the mountains in a wait  

to be sculpt again 

for the beat which holds the Dance                               

to  

the perfect pistachio & 

portfolio-perfecto. 

 

 

 

 

She 

his ex-coriate 

gird now                                                                                  

to softness Re-born 

of Heart & Word, 

indeed 

no longer dwelled in 

Yesterdwell 

nay, 

Everwhen 

a start, a-gain 

martyrednone 

One-of-One... 

  

perhaps 

they'll read 

again this night 

reaching  

into the share of Words 

which  

bind their dreams, 

a Lull-a-by, or two 

to sleep this goodsleep 

- sans flourish -  

warmed, uncuddled 

and 

Lone. 

 

 

*Choose It-ReNews It-Not To Lose 

It! 
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LA GUERRITA, LAS GUERRITAS  

 – H.E. Mantel-O’HaroHalola 

 

"This is War," yelped a- 

ffronted Firefly, a far, far  

cry from the readied        

 

Millenniumist  

Wagstaffs...  The We whom see, Be! 

But the field Mics be- 

 

lie, the atomic  

co-llisions (might as well? the  

Los Alamos A- 

 

Tomic Collisions!) 

in our expandex Luni- 

versed submoronics,          

 

particants rapped-up 

like Colossal contracts, drawn  

in every quarter   

 

Mauldin-like, even  

the Firefly couldn't wag staff! 

at the accel'rant             

 

calamitous clash 

("Arrghrr!, CC's The Team/The Man!") 

breastbeating, bonelike  

 

crackings, "enemy  

engaged!"... to be cordknicksmarred, 

pilinged pileons, rammed- 

 

slammed ("What whistle!, did 

must'a been some subtrain...") blows 

echoed, &  e c h o e d -  

 

to thirstythirsting  

Colostreum packed & nose- 

bleed-stacked - whacked 'n wracked,  

 

fourth & back & back... 

The field Mic belies, dowsing,  

drowning the chipmunch 

 

 

snacks & wisecouch cracks 

in highly-definitioned  

Coorsboors; one extra 

 

point: "Biblism  

to Decadism without  

going through Civil- 

 

ization."  Gee, It's   

BS, you say? Yes!  What's-in- 

Hell, do you believe  

 

is in that Super- 

bowl for breakfast, Biggame 

wheedie...?  Nuggets of  

 

Patriot Magic,  

Herobran, little sugared 

Ptestosteroneys 

 

for bulk, Hulk, unsulk -  

hyperegularity? 

Bustin' yer Gears, chjeeers 

 

for mammoth Titans 

cum Saints?  Zonely Soci'ty's 

Childes, comaed stupor 

 

Superdupererd     

To follow the fleet of the 

Falcons to the robes 

 

of the orange &  

gold's peregrine glissade, color- 

filled wheeling of the puck 

 

where the rarified 

air's coreruption IHL's, 

Mutang Mandalas? 
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 (FOR THE LOVE) OF A PAREIDOLIAN SHOWER  

 – H.E. Mantel-O’HaroHalola 

 

'why do you write?' 

'I love to' 

'why do you?' 

'why do you breathe?' 

     -Halola & O'Haro 

 

 

some of these bams 'n 

cracks like mah-jongg tiles or white 

dominoes black dots 

fallen...the shallow basin 

reposit awash in gray 

 

long due tee & the 

blue-green sweats there thrown to soak 

soapy soaped again... 

for in all connections up 

from the skies a babyest 

 

hippo of human  

hind smiling there stoic here... 

an' lo a just born 

piglette or pup live an' still 

in the drench     I am born to 

 

word an' sound rhyme in 

rhythm for love of It why 

sans any reader 

reason write the days the joys 

an' dismays of spring an' fall 

 

song asks no prompt an' 

promptly does stream seams within 

without calling like 

kettled steam whistles a pitched 

tune clean an' ever unstilled 
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SINK TSUNAMI? 

 – H.E. Mantel-O’HaroHalola 

 

...no not a trendist 

sushi bar yet each dawn like 

brown sugar grains 'round 

both drains los pequenitos 

out of beds here vegan spot 

 

phlegm-fed haqqy etch- 

a-sketchin's art like iron  

filin's a'dance i'm 

attracted yet ablute must... 

love is the answer said peck 

 

no basin st. blues 

here black specks life sparks be blow'n 

like getz out an' up 

to return like formicidae 

coda but a cautious drip  

  

prompts the scurry an' 

hurries the art planless...to  

great disorient  

marbled walls' scaled 'normity 

a clear path save static pools 

 

gathered as mounts on 

mars migration me! no!...you 

will return certain 

hymenoptera love's now  

action afterall was herr  

 

 

leiningen culpr?  

...& why now/these nows? to know  

wiki fact-feelings?  

when poetry is mind to 

speaking heart a tale told en  

 

sensate signing all 

why now now these maskematics? 

...no-no ziggy-zig- 

zag-zigs! oh the geom'try  

hightail er high-road I' lil' 

 

spirog's gps!  

(go pintrepid squiggles!) one 

d'fiant read me!? not  

a freshet big water niagara...   

no no to the pinnacle!          

 

S.T.O.P.* a 

sink tsunami? hatchscape an'  

you've got the drip lil's  

no leiningen karma here  

pequeno pequenitos! 

 

 

 

*(Save The Overburdened Piriform) 
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THE NOUVEHO HOBO 

 – H.E. Mantel-O’HaroHalola 

 

Ol' FEC's hooked 

127 rackle thru 'n PCASOS 

leaves the town trammer's 

transient hand here hitched to the 

new nozzling onto the diesel easel 

 

the gifted's gift doin'  

th' walkin' th' ridin' th'  

talkin' trained or un...  

hip-hoppin' code as muscled 

as banksy railing tunn'ling 

 

thru surr'gate bridges 

virtual hobio-po's 

an' so(cio) whats? 

tracked hits no cheap tagger this    

kerouac? the cheat goes on... 

 

the male must go thru 

horned at every junct' one track     

master'd pieces inblown 

like clown's feet...yet FEC's 

127 signed an'  

 

numbered... B O A A R R D!!?... hardly?  

PCASOS' AAAA+  

Art'ude-Artattack- 

Artassert-Artattach...& 

Artassent? a hamhandle  

 

seen known ny>chi> 

can>nouvejo mejico 

veriform roamer 

logo xpress hobograms? 

neo-bohemian? hmm!  

 

/but who will buy this  

diamond ring of his hand does  

It mean anything? 

teeth grill the message is not 

in the means but the meaning\ 

 

 

art for the sake of...? 

flatterns an' flattery'd 'cause 

whilom board's about 

the spray...     {trackside the horn warns  

comin' like a nouveau 50's  

 

finned cad'llac quaking- 

up years hears the sooty lit  

b'low ground metrodecithrill  

127  

chattlecars dystoflipcarz  

 

disneytoones PCASOS'  

payoff of the 40 achres 

& a mule &...B O A A R R D!!...?] 
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TS* 

 – H.E. Mantel-O’HaroHalola 

 

h jen h r u 

wanna c o at 3 

     h bil im n 

sur things r strange here m mom 

is out bebes crying lots 

 

o ok mb 

i can c o du u 

think w can play x 

chess i bet ill win this x 

     mb...let me think bout it... 

 

ull only win b 

c things r strange here bebes 

crying wait br 

b... ok shes at tv 

m mom said n long dunno 

 

w she went mb 

h friend shulamith aarons 

mom fr israel hes 

in palestine u no fr 

m poem clas aaron...wait 

 

m mom... n wait wait 

[omg] j things r bad 

emilys face shot   

lost eye flotilla pirates  

peeps pirates gaza sea 

 

ddt shula 

yet dt worry ok a 

b gotta go 

mom h soon bebes crying 

play xchess...tmw j 

 

 

 

* TERRORSELLS 
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Reflections on Art and Science 

 – Martin H. Levinson 

 

Imagination is more important than knowledge. 

That’s what Albert Einstein said. 

Knowledge is limited, 

Imagination encircles the world 

 

With atoms,  

Language can only be used as poetry. 

So held Neils Bohr, a guru of quantum mechanics. 

Images and mental connections,  

That’s where deep understanding lies. 

 

But questions are important too. 

Where do we come from? What are we? Where are we going? 

That’s the title of a painting by Paul Gauguin, 

And a matter of great interest to scientists. 

 

In the room the women come and go 

Talking of Michelangelo. 

Why do the ladies not speak of scientific matters  

in The Lovesong of J. Alfred Prufrock? 

 

C.P. Snow knew why.  

He asked guests at parties  

Do you know anything about the Second Law of Thermodynamics? 

They didn’t know much.  

Did you think they would? 

 

Science speaks numerically. 

The arts speak the language of the soul.  

But there is science in art, 

And art in science. 

 

Both give order to the chaos of life. 

E = mc
2
. 

Every action has an equal and opposite reaction. 

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. 

To thine own self be true. 

 

Novels, experiments, and paintings help us engage with the world. 

Help us understand who we are. 

Help us confront important questions.  

Help us grope for truths beyond our reach. 
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Osmosis  

 – Kendra Dias 

 

This table is covered in cell phones  

but no one is home.  

Natia's smiling pictures are everywhere but none  

seem to replace the shaking horror  

when we found out she was gone.  

 

When her mother held her forehead and asked  

so gently puzzled  

why she had gone cold,  

I remembered the awkward embarrassment of being  

a child who wanted to reach into  

her grandfather's coffin and instead took  

a cue from all those stoic monuments of adulthood  

and yet, in my selfish adolescence  

how I held my cat  

in the back seat of my mother's 4-Runner  

until someone came out to remind me  

I was late for school.  

 

When you warn a child not to touch  

a hot stove, doesn't he always  

touch it? 

 

I myself have loved enough  

to want to consume:  

hold desire to my chest and  

absorb it  

to possess so ultimately  

you only exist as a form of devotion. 
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Tqkhemali Picking  

 – Kendra Dias 

 

These are not those  

who drink wine on the mountain top  

and sing songs of sweetness  

below the lighted cross  

 

You are a guest  

you are not  

You are a Georgian  

you are not  

 

Poetry is anything you say it is  

and culture is everything you say it is  

and language is nothing if you say it is  

A tongue, a slap  

 

Searching among the branches  

as the sun sets with  

overripe tqkhemali on your sandal  

 

You cannot choose which half you are  

No, you cannot choose just one half 
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The Trucchi House  

 – Kendra Dias 

 

The first house my parents ever owned:  

Mustard yellow and peeling like an itchy sunburn  

We lived on top of an empire  

Of roaches and dirt.  

 

As I grew up there like a lion  

I learned when to crouch and pounce-  

 

The girls at the bottom of the hill told stories  

They wanted to be my friend  

They also wanted to be the Trucchi boy’s girlfriends.  

 

White as the clouds that smiled above them,  

The house had black shudders and a black iron gate  

Nothing went in and nothing came out.  

We all talked about the Trucchis  

We all gawked like hungry vultures at their green grass.  

 

The children ran up the street and down the street  

Passed it on the left and again on the right  

We all knew their house didn’t have roaches like ours.  

 

So clean and bright-  

They said he didn’t come out because he had cancer.  

They said he was hot.  

I knew he wasn’t mud streaked like us  

I knew he didn’t eat gummy worms  

 

The sky seemed to beam stronger on their yard than ours  

The grass was greener,  

On the other side of those cold thick black bars  

And I knew this wasn’t cancer but  

Money. 
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Prometheus’ Prison  

 – Kendra Dias 

 

Rocky black and dense  

the sun warms then draws from the soil  

each harmony haunting compelling  

forest roots which feel the pulse of the Doli  

Panduri trees plucked and strummed  

each twig by the gusty breeze  

these mountains of languages  

greet God without premeditation  

 

In our progress we are too  

late man has marched forward  

trampled his brother which is everything  

he once knew about himself  

forged his own truth in a valley so  

deep he can no longer hear the  

words from the lips of his own kin  

the chords which run in his own blood  

 

He carved stone immortal instead  

churches and graves made from those  

frozen stabbing peaks of Prometheus’ prison  

each believes unwavering he is a legend  

in his own mind as quickly forgotten as  

his cave fire could melt Elbrus or Ararat  

or their waters could wipe out  

the blazing suns of fire temples past 
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Pittsburgh is my Growing Exoskeleton  

 – Mayah El Dehaibi 

 

I lay on my back in the dragging time 

between sleep and consciousness.  

I press a hand into my ribcage  

to make sure the bones haven’t slipped  

away, or deteriorated gradually into sediment 

collecting in my arteries. 

 

I walk outside and bound 

down eight cracked stairs. 

I cockroach-scurry 

over gravelly terrain, pinching through my flimsy shoes. 

My bus driver rams into a pole and snaps 

off the side mirror,  

contemplates leaving, picks it up 

and props it against the fare box. 

I imagine you stretching  

duct tape over the flaws, 

coughing a few times 

before carrying on without second thought. 

Everything you do is without second thought. 

 

Late I am sitting in a stupor 

in a soundproof box. 

I gravitate in a spiral towards the floor,  

the clock, the table, the floor, the pinhole windows. 

I tether my eyes from anyone else’s 

to play dead, nothing survives behind them. 

You would blurt out every incorrect answer. 

Your ego was rooted in charcoal briquettes  

and pigskin tossing. 

 

Meanwhile, sound waves bombard my deaf ears, 

dulled and amplified. My pen scratching the page 

is underwater, metal on rusty metal. 

With nuclear waste dammed at the meeting of my eyebrows, 

the tip of every hair rises as Medusa snakes, 

as worms writhing towards the sky. 

 

Pittsburgh is my grandfather who 

worked too hard for a living. 

I could never make him proud 

in the way he wanted. 
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Theft  
 – Mayah El Dehaibi 

 

I would steal the world for you, 

shrink wrap it, attach a homemade card  

and toss it under your fake Christmas tree. 

 

I would steal old bricks from the heap 

outside, for you to build a modest home 

with large open windows and a blazing red door. 

 

I would steal smoky concert tickets 

so that you could cough with your hand on my shoulder 

and impress me with your endurance of torture. 

 

I would steal flowers for you from vibrant plantations  

in rows upon rows of fuchsia and crimson, 

tie them into a chain and make your nose itch.  

 

I would steal a dead man’s suit for you 

so that you would know his experiences and his pain 

and I would alter the suit to fit your hips and shoulders. 

 

I would steal letters of acceptance, and 

I would forge the signatures to get you into the school of your dreams, 

then burn all the evidence to protect your pride. 

 

I would steal fine art for you, and plaster 

it on your walls so you could revel in immersion 

whether you liked it or not. 

 

I would steal parakeets and let them loose in your house. 

Reduce your thoughts to squawking and frenzied flapping, 

and watch them flock to you like sanctuary.  

 

I would steal antiques for you, turn of the century 

writing desks, revolvers, and pocket watches, 

so you can gussy yourself up and be proud of your gait. 

 

I would steal bases for you, round first, second, 

then stop at third and let my overthinking sink in. 

It would be the first time our team wins in decades. 

 

I would steal people, kidnap them from right under their family’s noses, 

and hold them hostage in my basement until you talk 

me out of it through a megaphone. 

 

I would steal away to you, build an ark  

for one and make my pilgrimage into your country, 
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even though it was established after we were born. 

 

I would steal library books and feed them to you one by one, 

as if you were a wood chipper. You’d spit sawdust and  

insight, and then 

 

I would steal your ideas, spin them into five hundred word 

academic essays with one inch margins and twelve point font 

and receive them back with smiley faces in the margins. 

 

I would steal your identity and buy a sports car in your name, 

buy skis and diamond earrings and a low-flying airplane of your own 

knowing that you’d give them to me if I only asked. 

 

I would take it all and lock it in a vault 

gilded with obsidian and mustard yellow paint 

tying a long black hair around the latch for safekeeping. 
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You’re lost in the forests  
 – Wesley Holdren 

 

You’re lost in the forests  

But you remember your name  

Carve it on the bark  

Twist the branches in pleasant shapes  

A world out there needs to know  

The contents of your empty heart  

They’re looking at the end  

Yet they’re standing at the start  

 

Wiggle and scream  

Roll through the dirt  

Create paths leading nowhere  

For nobody is in search of nothing  

And there’s a world full of thin air  

Your body’s dying to cut through  

 

Eyelashes of green grass  

Jagged rock and dry skin  

Nervous bones and creaking limbs  

Leaking mouths with tired eyes  

Bloody screams and muffled cries  

 

Now head on through the wastes  

But don’t ever go too deep  

One day you’ll leave the forests  

To see the mountains are much too steep 
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How thoughtful are your 

motions?  
 – Wesley Holdren 

 

How thoughtful are your motions?  

Mechanized and mundane,  

You wind yourself up in the 

morning,  

And down in the evening;  

But I’m wondering  

What’s in-between?  

Is it all a blur?  

The people, places, and things,  

Melding together –  

How distastefully  

Grayish  

Your days have become.  

How sincere are your words?  

Repetitive and petty,  

They effortlessly float about,  

And are not tied down  

To any particular thought.  

What’s the disconnection notice say  

When it appears each afternoon?  

Did you sign your life away,  

Or have you yet to commit?  

…  

Have you even opened the door? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your soul tastes like sand  

 – Wesley Holdren 

 

 

That limestone skull has shattered.  

Broken down into pieces  

It offers no protection,  

And the crystals inside  

Are now covered in dust.  

 

Where’s your light now?  

Without reflection  

You have no image.  

There’s no sense of self;  

No peace of mind.  

There’s nothing at all.  

Just a whirl of sediments  

Soaking in blood  

Building up in the crevices  

Of your torn pale flesh.  

 

Your soul tastes like sand. 
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Battle of metaphors 
  – Clemencio Bascar 

 

Tonight as I make  

One final attempt to establish 

A bond with emptiness,  

My scarred sub-consciousness drifts back 

Swiftly to the unrecognizable spaces of distant twilights; 

Those desolate segments accidentally chosen to be underground 

Beds of eternal repose for my comrades-in-arms whose only crime 

Was innocence plus their transcendental fascination for the   

 Ideals of civilized nations; 

 

Tragically, they were the first casualties of the lust-inspired 

Confrontation between daylight and darkness which 

Started the reign of human decay 

And the methodical corruption of equatorial cultures;  

 

I too, could been instantly erased from that material landscape 

As easily as wiping away the tears of an orphan 

For we were trapped in the same line of defense 

Nursing the same fears and fantasies; 

  

Desperately, 

We fought for it was our only choice and way out was an invisible ghost 

No one dared to talk about; yes, honorably we fought in the finest 

Traditions of heroes, using nothing but the gifts of 

Language, reason, conscience, and the 

Unbreakable covenant of brotherhood; 

 

Suddenly I was all alone 

Under the protective custody of silence, 

In my confusion, catalyzed the conviction 

That our quest for peace was not a valid reason 

For war;  

 

I stood the only survivor 

Of the battle of metaphors 

That fragile side  

Of glory. 
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flash·fiction  
 

 

GUNTHER'S TAP ROOM SUMMER  

 - Dan Sklar 

 

Michael’s father was a travel agent with an office in Northport. He seemed to 

always be in the garage doing something in his tie and jacket and smoking a pipe. 

It looked to me like he was just moving things from one side of the garage to the 

other. There was something about it I found interesting and somewhere in my 

head I thought when I got old I would probably be doing something like that. He 

wrote a travel article about the Canary Islands that got published in the Readers 

Digest. Michael lived not far from Jack Kerouac and we used to walk by his house 

and say Jack Kerouac lives there; actually it was his mother's house which Jack 

Kerouac bought for her. Sometimes in the late afternoon we would see Jack 

Kerouac walking into town. He was carrying a small bottle in a paper bag. 

Downtown near the travel agency was Gunther's Tap Room where Jack Kerouac 

drank often. We would see him in his lumberjack shirt smoking with a small glass 

of beer on the bar. Sometimes some other old guy would be talking to him in 

French. We had graduated from college in May and figured the summer was a 

time to think things through and figure out what we wanted to do even though 

we didn't think about it or figure anything out, but we always meant to do it. 

Michael wanted to be an actor and studied theater in school. I wanted to be a 

writer and loved Jack Kerouac and was very shy. I wasn't writing and Michael 

wasn't acting. That was the summer we were lost and let ourselves be lost. We 

had no girlfriends and any college romance we might have had was over. We just 

had each other. We talked about taking the train into the city for Michael to take 

acting classes and go to auditions while I would come in too and wander around 

the city and sit in cafes writing, but we never got around to it. I worked for a 

maintenance company, cleaning storefront Allstate Insurance offices in 

Huntington, Babylon, and Northport. Michael didn't have a job. He watched TV 

and smoke cigarettes before we got together every day. In the early evenings I 

would make the rounds of the Allstate offices and later meet Michael at 

Gunther's Tap Room. We were lousy at pool but did it anyway. Sometimes we 

played pool with Jack Kerouac. We treated him no differently than anyone else. I 

can't remember anything he said. He didn't talk much. To us he was just a guy 

who wrote books that were pretty good even though this professor I had once 

said they were “too much.”  What's wrong with them being too much I thought? 

Maybe life and the world are too much. I liked Jack Kerouac's books and here was 

the author. I didn't think too much about it though. He was about the age of our 

fathers so we thought of him is an old guy. It was the summer we drank Schaefer 

Beer and wasted time. We took breaks from Gunther's Tap Room and walked 

down to the harbor and into the park and smoked cigarettes and talked like we 

understood the world, like it was just a matter of time before Michael was an 

actor and I was a writer but neither of us did anything about it. It was summer 

and we were through with college and now the world was supposed to happen to 

us. It was like we expected the world to make me a famous writer and to make 

Michael a famous actor. That's what we thought, the world was supposed to 

happen to us. It was one of those summers of breezes and sun and green leaves 
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and blue sky and red sunsets and harbor where everything turned into a routine 

and time moved slowly. Cleaning offices, Gunther's Tap Room, playing pool, the 

harbor, Michael's father in the garage, Michael, the clammers and fishermen we 

went to high school with and Jack Kerouac reassuringly at the bar. It was sunny 

and warm and kind of a magical in between time, and the only problem besides 

not having girls was now that we weren't students we could get drafted to 

Vietnam which we didn't want to happen but was something sort of on our mind. 

We figured that we would have two choices, either to become teachers or go to 

Vietnam. It was just a matter of time and in the back of our head we knew it was 

that or maybe the war would be over but there was fat chance of that happening. 

It was summertime and that's how we thought of it. I mean we knew time was 

running out and any minute the draft board would realize we graduated, weren't 

students any longer, and would send us a letter—so we had to decide and we 

didn't want to. We didn't even think about it for the most part. It was the 

summer of not thinking about things, the summer of being alone or with Michael 

at Gunther's Tap Room, the summer of sunsets on the harbor, playing pool with 

Jack Kerouac, and Michael’s father in the garage moving things from one side of 

the garage to the other. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hands-Free Hair Rejuvenator 

 - KJ Hannah Greenberg 

 

Maggie shoved the ad on top of my open book. I had been savoring the gallantry of 

the heroine of Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded. While attending to 

the protagonist’s innocence and intelligence, I had no interest in even thinking of 

buying a hands-free hair rejuvenator. In fact, I had no interest in ever making such a 

purchase. 

 

It made no matter to me that such a device worked by photo-biostimulation. I could 

not have cared less that the product was to be worn on my head, after working hours, 

until bedtime, or that such an apparatus was guaranteed to return my pate to its lush 

state of decades earlier. Keeping the garden foliage of my noggin clean, trimmed, and 

perfumed had been as much of a nuisance as a ritual. 

 

There was little reason that I would invest in a form of low level laser therapy, even in 

one that included high frequency, built-in speakers, in order to return to my 

Brylcreem days. When I had at last been able to part with my comb, some years after 

my locks had begun to thin, I bought two rounds for everyone sitting at Dan’s Thrill 

and Grill. 

 

I tossed the brochure on the floor. Two chapters later, I took Maggie out for burgers 

and an arts film. Without hair, I thoroughly enjoyed the breeze.  

Gigi, peeved that her regularly stroll had been truncated by her companions’ date, 

peed on that advertisement. The happy visage of a middle-aged sod, who was using 

the hair stimulation gadget, showed through the browning stains. 
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Fate happens more than once 

 - Samantha Memi 

 

City lights and vehicle lights and street lights shine. She had no light inside her. Her 

soul had evaporated in the nightmare of her childhood. She walked the city streets, 

tired, lonely, not knowing where to go. Buildings reaching up to the sky, people falling 

down to the ground.  

 

She found rest in a park and sat down. Her feet hurt. She should have brought other 

shoes. She saw her mother’s eyes staring at her, hateful and hated. 

Don’t you dare say that about your father. 

He’s not my father. 

She had never met her real father. Was he anybody? Did he know she existed? If he 

knew would he care? 

 

She looked across the park. A man approached. 

Are you alright? 

Who was this man? 

Yes I’m fine. 

I’ll buy you a coffee if you like. 

No.  

And a sandwich. 

 

The man who sat beside her had no charm, nothing to draw people to him, no friends. 

He lived alone, worked alone. From when he was young he had searched for love. He 

was scared of women. With a teenage girl it was easier. He was older, mature, no 

need to be scared. He meant her no harm. He wanted to help. 

Do you have somewhere to stay? 

 

The girl looked at him. He was such a scrawny little thing. What harm could he do. 

Where do you live? 

 

His flat was small, untidy. His conversation dwelled on his job. What made him think 

anyone would be interested in fire extinguishers. His boring ordinariness reassured 

her.  

 

Baked beans on toast and a cup of tea. Watching TV. She had a shower, such bliss. 

She was careful as the water sprayed down. She’d seen psycho. 

 

Only one bed. 

I won’t touch you I promise. 

But she felt an arm slide round her. She pushed it away. It slid back. She let it stay. 

The hand slid down. She got out of bed, put on her jeans. 

She slept fitfully, waking when she was touched, but dozing back to sleep. 

When the curtains were opened the light hurt her eyes. 

 

Toast and marmalade and a cup of tea. 

The man dropped her where he had found her. She said thank you. 

He drove away. He could feel the girl’s soft body next to his. It was a memory that 

would live with him for years. 

The girl walks the city streets. Buildings hum, cars moan, trains rattle. There is no 

sound in her. No cries, no calls for help. 
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Please to Meet you, My Self 
 - George Djuric 

 

Don't bother just to be better than your contemporaries or predecessors.  

Try to be better than yourself. -William Faulkner 

 

There is an old joke about a drunk searching under a lamp post for his keys. 'Did 

you drop them here?' 'No, but this is the only place where there's enough light to 

look.' My point is the exact opposite of the usual interpretation. In literature, you 

have to search under the lamp post, or you'll never find anything. Even if the keys 

are somewhere along the road in the gutter, you might find a torch under the 

lamp post. Then you can search further afield. Instead of keys, I'm on a witch 

hunt for myself: I'm looking for, the face I had before, I was born. It is impossible 

to exceed yourself if you don't know who to outshine. 

 

In Plato's Phaedrus, Socrates uses the maxim 'know thyself' as his explanation to 

Phaedrus for why he has no time for mythology or other far flung topics. Socrates 

says, 'But I have no leisure for them at all; and the reason, my friend, is this: I am 

not yet able, as the Delphic inscription has it, to know myself; so it seems to me 

ridiculous, when I do not yet know that, to investigate irrelevant things.' 

 

Most of us perform a long, diluted suicide over our lifetime: some chasing fallacy 

of future, some giving up on any chase. The speed of our thoughts drops as we 

sink into the quicksand of fainthearted ambitions, or the lack of any. Petrification, 

we remember, was one of Perseus's methods of killing his enemies. By means of 

the eyes in Medusa's head, he turned them into stones. Of course, to feel that 

our self is treating us not as a person but as a thing need not itself be frightening - 

if we are sufficiently sure of our own existence. 

 

As a young apprentice going after anti-psychiatry, that alchemy of human 

emotions, I met Rose when she was twenty three years of age. Be careful, 

though, with the verb 'to meet', since it doesn't necessarily exclude non-physical 

encounters. She felt she was growing insane, as in fact she was. 'There has never 

been a time in which I have been convinced from within myself that I am alive. 

You see, I have only such a fugitive awareness of things around me that I always 

feel they were once real and are not fleeting away. I have a constant longing, my 

dear sir, to catch a glimpse of things as they may have been before they show 

themselves to me. I feel that then they were clam and beautiful. It must be so, for 

I often hear people talking about them as though they were.' 

 

If we no longer doubt, we become dubious in our own eyes, and can then only 

opt to lose our vision and see ourselves with the eyes of others. Doubt 

simultaneously freezes and boils the marrow in our bones, it shakes our bones 

like dice that are never thrown, it plays a secret and violent organ music through 

the different calibrations of our arteries, it rumbles ominously and affectionately 

through our bronchial tubes, bladder and bowel. It is the contradiction of every 

spermatic contraction and is the invitation and rejection in every vaginal 

muscular fluctuation. Doubt, in other words, is real if we can find our way back to 

this sort of reality. 
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Feeling that I was going rotten and delusional, tired of carrying the never-ending 

financial drag - one mortgage payment at a time - I walked out of my day job at 

Valencia Nissan. It was 2004, and Greg Raymer had just won the World Series of 

Poker. With Eileen's dichotomical blessings, I joined Party Poker and dived head 

first into the cyber gaming world. That was the only fun part of the equation. 

 

I did play Five Card Draw for living back in Yugoslavia - quite successfully, if I may 

add - where everybody cheated on everybody and occasionally pistols were 

drawn, in the neighborhoods where you better be drunk on the arrival. This time, 

however, we're talking a civilized yet grinding milieu where emotions lose to the 

lack of emotions, where aggressive, robotic creatures gulp emotionally immature 

humans with raw appetite and tempestuous vengeance; the origin of the latter 

being mystery to me ever since. 

 

For starters, I didn't get anywhere; won some qualifiers for bigger and more 

expensive tourneys only to drop out quickly, playing like - this is where the old 

wounds begin to bleed - a moron scared shitless, under the staring eyes of my 

mouse alter ego as well as Eileen's Bellona wrath. This boiler room provided a 

handful of picturesque scenes far from Giorgione's Fête champêtre, ending up 

with me jumping in the air around the pool and spraying curses like a can of WD-

40. 

 

In this new century the writer has carried on a conversation with madness. We 

might almost say of the master writer that he aspires to madness. Some have 

made it, of course, and they hold special places in our regard. To a writer, 

madness is a final distillation of self, a final editing down. It's the drowning out of 

false voices. To contribute, I almost fell into the lousy maintained pool at the 

house once called ours. 

 

I have cultivated my hysteria with delight and terror. Now I suffer continually 

from arrogance, and today, 27th of March, 2012, I have received a singular 

warning, I have felt the wind of the wing of madness pass over me. Or was it just 

a song played by Madness, One Step Beyond? 

 

As I'm trying to eliminate what stock chartists call 'noise' and do what James 

Cameron did the other day deep down at the bottom of Mariana Trench: reach 

for my despondent intestines - I pull my hand back too fast too often, with my 

eyes turning into a mucous-green smear of wasabi and my ears twisting in a 

throe. Says Cameron, 'It's really the sense of isolation, more than anything, 

realizing how tiny you are down in this big, vast, black, unknown and unexplored 

place.' 

 

On a more personal note, earlier this month Encyclopaedia Britannica announced 

it will stop publishing print editions of its signature product for the first time in its 

244-year history. This closes the page on certain Gutenberg device (for applying 

pressure to an inked surface resting upon a print medium (such as paper or 

cloth), thereby transferring the ink. Typically used for texts, the invention and 

spread of the printing press are widely regarded as the most influential events in 
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the second millennium AD) - as clean, paperless future creeps in to become an 

ultratech present for someone else, and past suffers from dementia (originally 

meaning 'madness'). Fine with me, as long as some of the Britannica's content 

gets excavated over time, and my dubious literary mechanics reaches faux 

celebrity status.* 

 

*In comparing various authors with one another, I have discovered that some of 

the gravest and latest writers have transcribed, word for word, from former 

works, without making acknowledgment. 

Pliny the Elder (23 AD - 79 AD), Natural History 
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pho·tog·ra·phy 
 
Vermillion 

   - Isli Sarai 

 
 

Carmine 

 - Isli Sarai 
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Magenta 

   - Isli Sarai 

 
 
 

                               Cerise 

 - Isli Sarai 
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Ruby       

   - Isli Sarai 

 
 

 

 

Ayl 

   - Isli Sarai 
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Red Balloon At Sea 

   - Michael Wasney 
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krē-ˈā-tiv  non·fiction 
  

 

Arnold The Cow 

 - Michael Wasney 

 

As I chew my aunt’s delicious homemade beef jerky, I can’t help but think of 

Arnold... 

  

You see, there was once a beef cow named Arnold. His story begins on a grassy 

pasture in eastern Oregon. From the macabre depths of his mother’s inside, he 

emerged--wet, frail, quivering in the summer heat, like his siblings. But from the 

moment he was born, he was a special cow--and he knew it. It was, in fact, his 

ability to “know” that set him apart.  

 

His mouth was not evolved to use language, but his brain was. Arnold was a 

genius amid his milling companions, a renaissance cow. While his body was 

confined to grazing pastures, his mind hurdled past the mountains framing his 

horizon, to the world beyond. He reveled in the English language, in poetry and 

music; he observed the biological wonder of the bugs and plants that surrounded 

him; he considered the magic of addition, subtraction, and geometry. Arnie ate 

up knowledge with a ravenous appetite not possessed by his doltish brethren.  

  

Arnie tried to capture his companions’ intellect, but they expressed interest only 

in the grass beneath their hooves, the cud in their mouths. “Have you noticed the 

new fungus growing in our field?” he brayed to his fellows on a spring morning. “I 

believe they’re all part of one larger subterranean network... Interesting, no?” His 

friends looked back with big watery eyes, and ambled off in search of dandelions. 

“Perhaps tomorrow you’ll be interested...” he would say, and sigh. He knew they 

would not. Being a smart cow could be hard, Arnie found. 

  

There was another disadvantage to being a beef cow with gifted mental 

capabilities: he knew what kind of fate awaited him. One day, his Uncle Ebert was 

lead away by Farmer Dave, and later that week, his Aunt Bessie too. Neither were 

ever seen again. It didn’t take an Einstein to put the pieces together, but it did 

take a cow like Arnold. The knowledge weighed heavy on his broad flanks, and 

whenever another member of the herd disappeared, he grew more anxious. And 

so at the age of five, Arnold dedicated all of the wonderful intricacies of his brain 

to a single purpose: subterfuge. Arnold decided to escape. 

  

It was summer when Arnie began his reconnaissance. Farmer Dave was gone, and 

his bovine companions were too preoccupied with the swarms of horseflies to 

notice Arnold’s uneasy patrol. As he trotted, his heaving sides tested the wooden 

fence surrounding the enclosure, but he didn’t find a single weakness. He lowed a 

nasty curse he’d learned from an angry Farmer Dave. Escaping would be no easy 

task, Arnold realized. 
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In the pasture, the stench had become unbearable. Cow patties baked like 

pungent pound cakes in the midday heat, and hardened inseparably onto the 

grass beneath.  

  

“Why,” Arnold moaned, “must I be given the gift of knowledge, when I am to be 

confined to this terrible prison of fools!” His snout rose woefully to the heavens, 

but what happened next came from below.  

  

“Moooo!” Arnie lowed in pain as he lost his footing on top of a rock-hard cow 

patty. He would have sworn, had his curious mind not suddenly grasped a crafty 

solution.   For the first time in his life, freedom tasted as real as the cud in his 

mouth. 

  

He began to eat. He knew Farmer Dave would not move the herd to another 

pasture for at least three days. So he gorged on the dwindling swatches of grass, 

crunching down so many chunks, washed down mouthfuls of cud, until he could 

swallow no more. Never in his life had he eaten so much. And before long, the 

inevitable happened: it all started to come out on the other side.  

  

Arnold’s bowels growled with thunderous ferocity. He ignored the pain, and set 

about his dirty task; to the best of his ability (having hooves and not hands), he 

constructed a pyramidal encasement of excrement around the corner of the gate. 

By noontime, the pile had turned to stone, locking the gate in place. Arnold had 

seen this happen before--on accident, of course. His liberty relied on Farmer Dave 

solving the blockage in the same way this time. 

  

The next day, Arnold heard the approaching rumble of Dave’s pickup. “Hopefully, 

this is goodbye,” he bayed at the cow closest to him. With that, Arnie trotted off 

to his position by the gate, to resume a nonchalant meandering. Farmer Dave 

stepped down from the cab of his truck, and tested the sun-hardened cow pile. 

Arnold could smell his anger, and heard a barrage of expletives, quite a few of 

which were new to the cow.  

  

Farmer Dave returned to his truck. With a guttural chunk, it revved to life. Arnold 

could have lowed with joy as Farmer Dave began his familiar maneuver. The truck 

backed bed-first into the gate, and slowly, the chunk of manure disintegrated. 

With a crack, the gate was flung wide-open...  

  

“Later, fools!” howled Arnold, as he galloped headlong through the opening. He 

could hear Farmer Dave’s truck motor after him across the uneven grassland, but 

by the time he had caught up, Arnold had already waded to the other side of a 

nearby river. He paused for a second, reveling in his fugitive victory. Dave 

stepped down from his cab, engaging in all forms of fist waving and dirt kicking. 

With one last flick of his tail, Arnie surveyed his home of five years, then trotted 

away towards the mountains.  

  

To this day, Farmer Dave isn’t quite sure what happened, or what to believe. 

When he returned to the pasture, he was greeted with the strangest sight: a 

familiar swear word, carved into the dirt with what looked like hoof marks. He 
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could glean nothing from the cows milling about in the enclosure, except that 

maybe the grass was especially delicious that day, and the horse flies 

uncommonly savage. All that had changed was the number of cows to be eaten, 

and the sanctity of unmarred earth. Arnold had won. 

  

The jerky is perfect: succulent, chewy, with enough salt to kill a horse (just how I 

like it). And I know that the meat couldn’t possibly have come from Arnold’s 

flanks, because Arnold is wandering the plains of Idaho, or enjoying the glades of 

Wyoming. Perhaps Arnold is scaling the mountains of Montana. Somewhere in 

the world, Arnold is reciting poetry to the trees, discussing mathematics with the 

birds, and getting fat off of wild flowers. And maybe, just maybe, Arnie has found 

himself a honey: a girl cow, who like him, couldn’t stand the life of confinement; 

who, like him, had sought a life of freedom; who, like him, reveled in the finer 

things in life. Cheers to you Arnold. Cheers to chasing after happiness. 
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Cutting Onions  
 - Montes DeRey 

 

Our unknowing mother separated us when we were very young. I was nine and 

she was thirteen. 

 

Nayeli was sent to live in a nice quiet neighborhood with a fantastic family. They 

travelled all over. I stayed with my spinster aunt, Tia Tila, close to mom. I don’t 

remember the reason she gave us away, and neither did she. I think when our 

step dad died of prostate cancer mom couldn’t take care of us anymore. Our 

fragmented poor lives allowed the reasons for abandonment to slip through the 

strides of our daily struggle for survival.   

 

We lived in L.A. at the time. Mom had to take two buses, one from Hollywood 

and Alvarado, and the other on Pico Blvd. towards Santa Monica to get to the 

shack she worked at cooking American food. Hot dogs, hamburgers, pretzels, and 

Frito pies, stuff like that. She continued to work there because being in the space 

they met brought her comfort. 

 

She loved to cook Mexican for him because when they met he ordered apple pie 

and coffee for dinner, but her intuition told her he preferred Mexican. Maybe it 

was the Tigeres Del Norte cassette he was holding. He was Dominican and so-so 

looking, but had a slim brown body and beautiful, piercing, long lashed eyes that 

looked like stars. When she looked into his eyes, she told her friend, she saw the 

past, present, and future combined in the universe and would immerse herself in 

that space, their space that bound their bodies and soul through ecstasy into 

eternity. Most Saturdays he would make eggs with yucca, onions and vinegar for 

breakfast. 

 

When she found out she was pregnant, early on in the relationship, she was 

happy. But, he didn’t have regular work, he had no place of his own, and no 

family nearby. His family lived in Idaho. He was a loner always with a current 

library card as his loyal companion. It seemed that he was afraid to hold a child’s 

hand and always carried a book instead. She had an abortion. At that time, she 

cared about keeping him close and everyone else at bay. When they were in their 

room, we could sense their rhythmic movement, they were quiet, but there was 

no stillness in their quietness. After the abortion, the look of longing and 

mourning in her eyes made her look like a romantic. They stayed together, but an 

undefined and unfinished feeling wedged into their existence.  

 

She loved to cut onions into tiny bits and sprinkle them on hot oil. The tears that 

the released chemical caused were always a welcome catalyst. She seemed a bit 

refreshed after cutting them and crying. The sizzling sound and delicious, 

transformed, sweet smell of clarified onions, though, held a special promise for 

her. She said onion was nature’s antibiotic. It could cure anything especially when 

mixed with tomato and serrano peppers. Of course, you have to eat it raw, like in 

pico de gallo, for it to work its magic in you. But, the smell of sautéing onions 

healed the soul. The aroma of her hope surrounding the daily struggle to survive 
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her immobility despite the daily trips, her poverty, and her forgotten children, 

filled the entire house.  

 

One day, she called us into the kitchen and had us cut the onions for the King 

Ranch casserole recipe she wanted to try out. She finally decided to try a fusion of 

Mexican and American food. We used the cutting board he made from Western 

Hemlock. He was handy with wood and wood cutting tools. He layered the board 

with mesquite wood for sturdiness.  

 

Nayeli cut the onions the way mom liked them, tiny pieces that released their 

tear producing chemical. She knew what to do to satisfy mother’s expectations. 

Anything that gave mom an excuse to cry had a relaxing effect on her after his 

death. My pieces were too big. I think that’s why sister went to a nice place and I 

stayed with Tia Tila. Nayeli already knew about the measures needed to escape 

from gloom. I didn’t know about proportions. So, I stayed with Tia Tila and kept 

her company for a while. I guess mom thought she could teach me something 

about measurement. Instead, Tia Tila taught me to study the crisp leafy top layer 

and subsequent moist circular layers of the onion. The spinster taught me how to 

hold the onion, how to position it against my fingers, and how to carefully peel 

and fearlessly lift each layer with the precision of a chef’s knife. Tia decided a long 

time ago she did not want to cut onions into tiny bits. She told me, “They make 

you cry if you cut into them, peel the layers instead.” She said there was no trick 

that could change the way the chemistry of a cut onion will make you cry, so if 

you didn’t want to cry, you shouldn’t cut onions. She never said how she made 

that discovery. She didn’t cook. Maybe that’s the reason she never committed to 

a marriage.  

 

When I mustered enough money and courage, I left L.A. and went to Texas. I 

found out there were different types of onions. The 10/15 onion is a super sweet 

yellow skinned onion. It took years and millions of dollars and research to 

produce this onion in the U.S. They are naturally sweet and don’t make anyone 

cry when cut. Some people eat them like apples or oranges or baby carrots. I 

cover this onion with aluminum and throw it in the pit with the bar-b-que meats 

and serve it cut in large layers resembling wedges with lemon and salt. A delicious 

soft surprise added to the Texan BBQ spread. 

 

I rarely see my sister that cuts perfect bits of onions anymore, but when I do and 

she doesn’t want to cry alone for mother, I cut white or purple onions and cry 

with her.   
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Proletarian 
 - Miguel Gardel 

 

For Prairie 

I was so very confused I didn’t know what to expect anywhere. I didn’t seem to 

belong anywhere. Anywhere I’d go seemed to me it would add more confusion to 

my young life. I was nowhere and going to nowhere. I was in Los Angeles going to 

New York. I was in New York on my way to Massachusetts. From Massachusetts 

I was preparing to go to Los Angeles. And then back to New York. I was in a 

loop and asking myself how I got in it. I was too young to know. Too young to 

process that my mother was an illiterate immigrant and all that implied in the 

world of competition we lived in. My father was illiterate too but he wasn’t really 

there. He was an illegal alien. And constantly feared going and coming to work. 

And that same fear, not any other, pressured him enough to quit his job at the 

factory. He became a numbers runner in the Bronx and lived the illegal life now 

with worse pressure on him and finally found relief when they busted him on his 

way up the subway entrance. “Let me see your green card,” the agents said 

softly, professionally, to him. He smiled and said, “No comprendo.” He wasn’t a 

bad man, but not much of a father and now he’s deported. 

 

I was after work but not looking for it. Work was supposed to be the oasis in the 

desert that was my family’s life. I seemed to be constantly driven towards a job. 

But I wasn’t thirsty. I didn’t want to drink from it. My mother inculcated in me 

the idea of the need to work. I was too inexperienced to rebel against the love of 

my mother. She put no substance to the idea. My thought was that it stunk. But 

I was blindly driven towards it. Not the idea, but towards her love. A damning, 

hurting love. I knew nothing else except how to dream and love. She should have 

inculcated education. Work was factory work. Work was what I did on a Saturday 

when I was nine in an airless, sunless, noisy, dusty place in the garment district of 

Manhattan while I waited for my mother to sew the last bundle of what would be 

women robes. The kind she could not afford. 

 

So I never set out to look for work. I knew it would find me. It always did. The 

need to eat and clothe myself was no help. It’d always give me away. I was so 

very confused because all my life I was constantly hearing that there was so much 

out there. So much more that I couldn’t even imagine. I heard all of it and my 

ears pricked up. There were treasures and paradises and loves and something 

very very important called happiness. But I couldn’t find them anywhere. They 

were nowhere. They were not in the factories I had worked in New York. They 

were not where I had washed dishes for a living in Massachusetts. They were not 

even in the hospital in L.A., the land of Hollywood, where I mopped floors. 

 

Now I was in New York City again looking for a minimum wage job. I was too 

down, too beaten, too ignorant to realistically desire more. I could only dream of 

more. I was brown and disoriented and uneducated. I should have been in school 

getting an education but I wasn’t. I was over on this side where the ignorant and 

manipulated are; in the factories. There was some time for leisure, yes, and I used 

up mine in dreams. What kind of dreams did I dream? They were not about 

money. 
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They were not American. I was a strange person, I was told by many. 

 

I got nothing in New York and proceeded quickly, before my resources ran out, 

to Massachusetts where I thought I had friends. I took a Trailways bus. It would 

be a long seven hour ride and I told myself stories. I asked myself a whole lot of 

questions too. For example, where was I really going? Was I really on my way to 

Massachusetts? Or was I on the bus to Los Angeles; back to New York? 

 

I could not stay long enough in any one place that would make me admit I was 

indeed a worker; that I was the same as my ignorant mother and father, and the 

same as my uncles, and my neighbors. The best way to deny it was to run away, 

quick. When I was sixteen my mother found a job for me, again in the garment 

district. My mother knew the garment district better than her own neighborhood. 

For instance, she didn’t know the exact location of the school I went to. 

 

My mother said, “Angela called me and said they are taking in help in her factory. 

There is a position for a presser. Go and take it.” 

 

“But I’m on vacation and not eighteen yet.” 

 

“For the summer, yes, you can take it. It is summer.” 

 

“I don’t know how to press.” 

 

Was it out of respect for her that I went and “took” the job? Out of fear? Respect 

for her feelings? I don’t remember ever desiring a damn thing; any material thing. 

I never learned to have anything; except dreams; dreams that would contradict 

my reality; dreams of fairness; dreams of light and perfection. 

 

A fellow worker taught me to press pleated skirts and I learned quickly and 

pressed the pleated skirts while I stood for eight hours every work day of the 

week. When the summer came to an end I was still at it. Still desiring nothing 

material, still expecting nothing from my own toil. And the school year began and 

I was late to it. 

 

My mother lived in fear and transmitted her fears to my sister and me. What we 

received of her fears was something complex, incomprehensible to us. There was 

the fear of language, for instance; and the fear of loneliness, or the dread of 

being alone. The fear of getting lost in the city and not being able to find her way 

back home to her children and a normal life. 

 

My mother loved me. A long time ago, in my memories, she used to tie my leg 

with a long piece of cloth she had cut for that purpose. She wouldn’t use an 

ordinary rope, or a coarse string. She loved me and didn't want to hurt me. In my 

first memory, I am under her machine and the long piece of cloth that was tied to 

my leg was tied to one leg of the machine. It was a sewing machine. She sewed 

for a living back then too. 

 

The memory is many memories compressed into one. That’s why it’s so clear, 
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that’s why I think it’s the first. Maybe it wasn’t and I don't remember how old I 

was. There was me and the sun under the machine. I tried to push out and away 

from my face the sun’s rays. Motes and fabric dust. All windows open letting 

in heat, letting out heat. My mother sat on a chair, a small white towel over her 

right shoulder to fight the heat, to wipe her face and neck. Sweat on her arms 

and hands. She powered the machine with the pedal she made useful with her 

legs, the strength of feet, leg, and thigh. It is the memory of the sun and the 

machine and the heat and colorful dresses. 

 

My mother did the wash in the yard under the sun. I threw a pebble at the cat on 

the fence. The cat ran away. My mother said, “Don’t do that.” And I said, “Why?” 

 

“Because it’s bad.” 

 

“Because God doesn’t want you to do it.” 

 

“God... He’s watching you. He’ll punish you.” 

 

My mother had a beautiful smile. 

 

My mother dried her hands on her dress and picked me up and said, “God. He’s 

up there and He can see you. And He can hear you.” She pointed to the blue sky. 

“Up there... Don’t be bad.” She put me down and went back to her wash. 

 

And time passed and there was no need to tie me. Now my sister was older and 

could take care of me. We sat together in the little living room and she sang songs 

to me. She loved me and I loved her. Our mother sewed ten feet away from us. 

My sister sang to the rhythm of the machine. 

 

One day “el viejo” stopped at our door. He was tall and bearded. He looked like 

God in the picture on the wall. But “el viejo” wore regular old faded clothes. God 

in the picture wore a white robe and leaned comfortably on a cloud. It must have 

been my first time seeing “el viejo.” My mother placed something in “el viejo’s” 

hand and he started on his way. 

 

My mother said to me, “If you misbehave, ‘el viejo’ will take you away.” 

 

I had a brother. He was the son of another man, not the son of my father. My 

mother gave my brother instructions and solemnly authorized him to take his 

little brother up the hill. In the afternoon of one day my brother and I set out for 

the hill. “Hold his hand!” my mother yelled behind our backs. And then she 

blessed us both and we started up the hill. The blessing was a sad one and I felt 

not sure of what was going to happen or where we were going. I looked back at 

my mother and confirmed the sadness when she turned her head quickly away 

from us and walked into the little green house that I would never see again. 

 

It was a very steep hill and the sun was on our heads and faces and shoulders. I 

wasn't sure I could make it up. The sun was so very hot. “You have to sweat,” my 

brother said. “Everybody has to sweat.” My brother pulled me by the hand and 
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I thought, My brother loves me. But I was afraid as we climbed the steep hill. I 

feared falling and rolling back down. 

 

Then my brother got behind me and pushed me up. I felt my brother's strong 

hands on my back and felt protected and sure that my brother loved me and that 

I would not roll back down. 

 

Where were we going? We were now up on the hill, far from home. “Where are 

we going?” 

 

My brother said, “You’re going to one place and I’m going to another.” 

 

The sun was up there and we were about to reach the top of the hill. I wondered 

if we would see God and would He give us instructions instead of punishment. 

There was something ominous and grave in what my brother had just said. The 

image I saw that was waiting for me was of “el viejo.” But my mother loved me, 

didn’t she? And my sister loved me. And my brother loved me. Didn’t they? I 

loved them. 

 

At the top the sun was fully there and there was sweat on my body and my 

brother’s body and face. And then there was my grandmother’s house to the 

right at the first street. 

 

Our mother had left us; had to leave us. She had gone away to work for someone. 

She had flown away to New York to a factory. If she hadn’t, I was later told, we 

would have died of hunger. It all came to me as fake rumors. Everyone was in on 

it except my sister and me. My mother had tried telling my sister and had 

mumbled something to her but my sister did not understand. She didn’t want to 

understand. My mother could not face the breakup. And the need for money was 

stronger than all emotions, so she conspired out of love. And my brother went to 

live with his drugstore-owning father; my sister went to live with my father’s 

younger sister who turned her into a little maid; and I stayed with my 

grandmother on the hill. It didn’t make sense to me, but it all made sense. 

 

I wished for my mother to come back. My old grandmother advised me to wish 

hard and I did. My grandmother taught me to pray and I learned and prayed and 

wished for my mother to come back. “Pray harder,” my grandmother would say. 

“Ask God to bring her back here safe and sound.” 

 

And I wished and prayed every night but my mother would not come back. Then 

I began to wish for a bicycle. I asked my grandmother to get me one. “What?” My 

grandmother said. “Are you crazy? I can hardly afford to feed you.” And then she 

said, “Pray to God and see if He can get you one.” And I did and got nothing. So 

I gave up on God. But I still prayed to Him; out of habit; out of fear. He was so 

powerful. I feared if I didn't pray He might punish me. My grandmother always 

reminded me He had that power. He had all the powers. I feared Him and 

thought he was mean, an invisible bully. 

 

I knew a man who dreamed American; my Cuban brother-in-law, who was 
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somewhat the motor force in designing my dizzying NY-MA-LA triangle to 

nowhere. Actually, he didn’t design anything; it was work-jobs and misfortune. 

He was a master baker at Master Cakes of New York. He loved Hollywood, Vegas 

and Disneyland and desired to be a professional hater of communism. But he was 

too much of a nice guy to be a hater of anything or anyone. One day I said to him, 

“Communism is good.” 

 

He said, “Communism is bad. You say it’s good because you read about it.” 

 

“Then why do you say it’s bad. You never read anything.” 

 

“It sounds good in a book,” he said. “But it’s really bad.” 

 

“How do you know?” 

 

He loved to work and travel and loved business most of all. But he was never any 

good at the latter; or at any of the former. I take that back, he was a very good 

worker but a terrible administrator of his time and money and his life. From the 

moment he made the commitment to marry my sister, the way to the rest of my 

life took a decidedly crooked turn. He could never save money but he was young 

and was listed in Master Cakes’ records as a dependable and excellent worker. 

The banks liked that and gave him loans. And he decided to go All American and 

get that business that had been in the cards for him ever since at the age of 

thirteen he and his family had reached the Florida coast. La Lisa Bakery, named 

after his old neighborhood in outer Havana and where I was to be the Master’s 

Apprentice came into existence with lots of fanfare and glitz. It made it to the 

local newspaper, not El Diario, the local local newspaper, El Corona de Queens. 

“Free advertising,” said my brother-in-law with glee. 

 

The first few weeks we worked extremely hard to make it work for us and we did 

well and all the money from the cash register my brother-in-law shoved into his 

pocket at the end of each day and he’d say, “Vámonos pa’ Manhattan.” And so 

we’d drive into the city to be the real men we were born to be, far from the 

women who would restrict us. And we would order, “Chivas con soda,” at every 

stop. And cop weed and coke. 

 

We’d always start south at Harlem and as we drove up we’d keep straight on 

Broadway and go into Washington Heights and Inwood and there were nights 

we’d make it into the Bronx, Kingsbridge. We were ostentatiously proud of 

knowing every barra en el uptown. I was what my brother-in-law always dreamed 

of: a sidekick. 

 

My mother said to me, “He is good to you and you need a father figure.” 

 

She was such an innocent. 

 

After a few months of this the business began to falter. Not enough money to buy 

supplies and the huge hangovers took too much time to dissipate and leave us so 

that we could get back to making cakes and donuts. We were late for everything. 
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The debts accumulated and the business died a quick death. 

 

One day my brother-in-law decided to get away from the city. “I’m sick of New 

York,” he said. 

 

“Why?” I said. “New York is great.” 

 

“I owe too much. They’re after me.” 

 

He knew a fellow baker who was doing well in a mill town in Massachusetts. And 

he tried to get along working side by side with his friend, now his boss, who was 

strict and had much discipline but ultimately my brother-in-law failed. 

 

My sister had a child and stayed at home, my mother worked in a mill as a 

seamstress. And I labored in a shoe factory next to the Merrimac River and 

dreamed. 

 

My brother-in-law knew someone who actually had a career as a hater of 

communism in California, “Land of Hollywood and Disneyland and Vegas.” 

 

“Las Vegas is in Nevada,” I said. 

 

“Yeah,” he said. “But very near, no?” 

 

And thus the triangle was set. And after a few months in California I left the 

family in LA and went out on my own. But all I knew was that damn triangle and 

the confusion it brought me, and for the next three or four years I was stuck in it 

and knew nothing except how to read. 

 

I had been reading The Great Gatsby every morning and afternoon on the 

buses that took me to and from my job mopping floors at UCLA Hospital. One 

afternoon, after the last day on the job, on my way home, the man sitting next to 

me on the bus said to me, “I’m on my way to the airport. I need something to 

read and probably won’t have time to get anything. I see you’re almost finished 

with that book. You think you can finish it before we get to downtown?” 

 

I did and he gave me money for the novel and I put it in my pocket and looked 

over at the beautiful houses in Beverly Hills and thought that everything seemed 

to connect but I didn’t know how it was done. I was ignorant. But I knew I was 

going to find out someday. 
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The Suicide Girl Photo 
 - Liz Dunphey 

 

Suicide Girls looked urban, but they came from nowhere.  Alabama, Texas, Iowa.  

America, basically.  They grabbed a camera, snapped a Polaroid in the bathroom, 

rearranging their bikini bathing suit and ebony top, ran a comb through their 

black hair, a gloss of red over their lips, and uploaded it online to the website, 

where tons of creeps ogled them, writing terse love notes under their gorgeous, if 

amateur photos.  Their muses were Betty Page, Ava Gardner, Margarite Duras, 

Mia Farrow, and Cassavettes.  Their bodies were imperfect, and the camera loved 

every flaw. 

 

Cat looked like a Suicide Girl, down to the white skin and Desi black hair.  It drove 

her boyfriends cuh-razy. She took a photo once, and submitted it to the Suicide 

Girl website, and they had written her back, with a favorable review.  Yet, she 

never had the guts to go through with it.  She simply felt uneasy, amongst the 

clique of tattooed girls with their sultry gazes. 

 

She knew what had appealed to the website.   She had inherited the massive 

chest of her Baker family tree.  Men always noticed that.  But maybe her legs 

were too gawky. And with her long Modigliani nose (as one love struck boyfriend 

had described it), she would never be classic.  She had some talent.  At 18, Cat 

had scored a perfect 800 SAT.   

 

You had to have a certain kind of mind to do that.  Words came to her.  She could 

write a poem on Spanish Harlem in a heartbeat.   Her novella, Boys in the Trees, 

about a professor-student affair, languished on her lab-top.  She’s tried to publish 

it for a year now, and though one editor named George Mancini had called it a 

book of promise, with a genius ending, she still had no book contract. 

 

So here it stood, she was 18 now and living in Manhattan.  She had skipped 

college, instead deciding to work at the Naomi bookstore.  It was funny: the idea 

had seemed to her bohemian, so right.  Standing in her Utah kitchen, informing 

her Mormon parents, telling them, yes, I want to move, no I won’t need any 

money, yes I’m going to have a male roommate, and yes, I am leaving the Church. 

Now she was just drained, and a grown up, all of a sudden.  After work, she was 

beat down, her pale face even paler in the cold of December, under the hood of 

her brown eskimo muff jacket --and nothing cheered her up like an uptown bar 

and her ballet writer beau, Strom Rosenstrauch.  He doted on her, and another 

thing: he had taken her virginity.  Once she had decided to lose it, she had focus, 

she just went for it.  She ditched her Mormon ways that summer night in Hell’s 

Kitchen, in a nanosecond.  It was tender.  Rosenstruach had taught her everything 

she needed to know.  She liked that he wrote about the ballet, and secretly 

envied his mastery of a turn of adjective.  Their epic love was on the wan though.  

First, he was older, figuratively. 52.  And second, she was getting that vague sense 

that only a hipster boy from Brooklyn would do.  She’d seen them on the subway, 

after sunset, when her dark head was nodding into her chest.   Their guitars in the 

case.  Or at work, someone like Fred Nessa holding a book of James Dickey and 
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pontificating.  A boy, she thought, a young man.  Someone her own age.  

Someone like her.   

 

Still. She met Strom at Michiko’s for sushi.  Vodka had no calories Cat Baker took 

a shot.   The glaring waitress of Michiko’s ignored her.  Her hair, bobbed, to her 

chin, illuminated in the dark of the joint.  Some model, with Margeaux 

Hemingway eyebrows and long legs.  An ice queen who was giving her the cold 

shoulder.   

 

Women in New York could be that way.  Maybe many a year ago, back a decade, 

in childhood, they could have been friends, braiding each other’s hairs, nibbling 

on flowers, wandering near the railroad tracks of her Utah home.  The sunbaked 

heat, the sunset, the rich air, and this gorgeous woman who oozed wholesome in 

her bone structure.  Or maybe the waitress was just some bitch.  She muttered as 

much to Rosenstrauch. 

 

“You're comical, Cat.  Your dirty mouth.  You keep telling me your workplace is 

racist but that’s ridiculous.  There’s no such thing as racist in New York just live 

uptown for ten years.  You’ll see.  There are just codas.” 

 

“Gimme a goddam break.” 

 

“Look.  You’re hard to keep up with, but I know with your look, you’ll make it in 

this town.  There’s something of Audrey Tatou to you.  Something even of Ava 

Gardner.  Maybe Ava’s a little classic, but you know what I mean.” Rosenstrauch 

grasped her shoulder. 

  

She shrugged, running a hand over her smooth dark hair and biting her red 

lipstick.  She was a little rude with him.  She was a rude girl, these days.  But she 

did keep her innocent gap toothed smile, with the crooked teeth. 

          

“I wonder about you girls from the West.” he purred.  “I don't think you ever 

become New York.  I think you are always just-“ 

 

“Just what?” 

 

“Just American.” 

 

Cat toiled at night at the biggest used bookstores in New York: the Naomi.  It was 

the hippest institution downtown.  Celebrities like Woody Allen and Bijou Phillips 

browsed the racks.  The heads were paying Cat just seven dollars and fifty cents 

though.  She avoided the boss, because everyone called her the C word. 

          

The workers were hipsters living in Williamsburg and Astoria.  The only good 

thing the boys had to say was that they liked Cat’s pigtails.  They found them 

adorable.  She lent one cute blonde boy her copy of Camus, and he gave her a 

copy of Dura’s the Lover.  It was their pact, the one bright spot in the day. 
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Still, there was talk of racism among the older workers.  One  couple had been 

thrown out of the store incorrectly for shoplifting, very rudely, and the Village 

Voice had written a profile about that bigoted incident. Cat had watched the 

couple with a sensation of deep anger inside her.  She knew the booksellers were 

wrong, but she kept silent.   

 

Cat was walking down the street, when a homeless woman starting screaming at 

her. 

           

“You got Jesus?” she crooned, rocking to and fro. 

          

 “Here,” hissed Cat. “Please take this money.”  She handed her fifty cents, 

           

The woman looked at her and frowned.  She was insulted. 

           

“Are you a Christian?” 

           

“Um, Catholic.” she mumbled.  She was a former Mormon, but she didn't want to 

get into it – get into the plains of Utah, the strict dress code, the songs at church, 

the over powering goodness of it all. 

          

 “Well then why are you throwing this at me so rudely?” 

           

“I dunno.”  She know how she looked.  Some scared, fraidy cat suburbanite chick 

dressed in a camel hair coat. 

           

“Honey, you need the Lord more than I do. I wouldn't take your fifty cents if you 

paid me one hundred.” 

 

           

Night in Manhattan.  She walked past the Naomi, on 15th.  The lights of the 

skyscrapers would come on at nightfall.  It was the best, being a New Yorker.  You 

could be from North Dakota, but if you survived it, if you scrimped for your pad in 

Queens, well then, you were one of the flock.  

           

You knew who to vote for, and where to eat the best Indian.  You knew how to 

wear your Suicide Girl dresses and pigtails and red lipstick.  You knew, and that 

knowing would stay with you for life.  If you saw something that made your skin 

crawl, like the Naomi, you had to live with it.  You had to remember it, by instinct, 

or forget it.  But there had to be a lesson somewhere.  You had to see it first and 

once you saw, you knew you had lived. 
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Award Winner), In Other Words: Merida; Amelia Earhart Tribute Journal, Hobo Code 

Project, Young Artists Photography Competition (Poetry Contest Winner); awaiting the 

publication of poetry collections, Bananas' On The Moon...A Collection Of Revisionist 

Haiku, & Sophistigates: A New Book Of New Poetry;  musician-vocalist-songwriter, an avid 

reader, athlete, and devotee of holistic health through vegan lifestyle, ecology and his 

writing to help our Earth to heal. 

 

Samantha Memi 

 

Isli Sarai is an artist-author-poet from Upstate New York.  Her most recently published 

works include Mandolin, Dulcimer and Nyckelharpa: An Appalachian Fairytale and Feb-

you-ary (a collection of poems).  Isli shares her gallery of works at: 

http://islisarai.wordpress.com/ 

 

Dan Sklar teaches his students at Endicott College to love language  and to write in an 

original, natural, and spontaneous way. Recent publications include Harvard Review, New 

York Quarterly, Ibbetson Street Press, and  The Art of the One Act. His play, “Lycanthropy” 

was performed at the Boston  Theater Marathon in May 2012, and was reviewed in the 

Boston Globe,  May 22, 2012. 

 

Michael Wasney Michael Wasney is a 17-year-old native to San Francisco, as well as an 

aspiring writer, musician, photographer, and filmmaker. The culture Michael has been 

raised in has bled into all facets of his expression. As for photography and writing, these 

are ways in which Michael engages physically and thoughtfully in the world around him. 

Each of his creative pursuits give Michael a different perspective on the values that he 

holds important. 

 


